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proofs of some 
1. Introduction 
Bestvina [l] proved that a compacturn is a k-dimensional Menger manifold (i.e., 
each point has a neighbourhood which is homeomorphic to $) if and only if it is a 
k-dimensional LCk-l compactum with the disjoint k-cell property (DD“P). To 
prove this, he first introduced the notion of a triangulated #-manifold defined as 
the intersection of a sequence of compact PL manifolds, and proved that it does 
not depend on the choice of triangulations of these manifolds. Next, the Resolu- 
tion Theorem was obtained, which asserts that each LCk-’ compacturn is a UVk-’ 
image of a triangulated pk-manifold. Finally, under the above three conditions, the 
UVk-’ map was “resolved”, i.e., it is approximated arbitrarily closely by a 
homeomorphism. 
Further, as an application of his technique, Bestvina also proved [l, Appendix] 
that any k-connected map of a compact PL manifold with dimension 2 2k + 1 to a 
polyhedron is homotopic to a UVk-’ map. This result was beautifully reproved by 
Ferry [6,71. 
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The purpose of the present paper is to provide an approach to same results on 
Menger manifold theory, including the Characterization Theorem. Almost all 
results of this paper have been obtained in [l]. Motivated by the notion of 
triangulated puk-manifolds, we introduce the notion of a #-spectrum which is an 
inverse sequence of compact PL manifolds and UVkW1 bonding maps. It is easy to 
construct a pk-spectrum from any pk-manifold defining sequence in the sense of 
Bestvina. Applying (a controlled version of) the result of Bestvina and Ferry 
mentioned above, we prove that any UVk-’ map between compact PL manifolds 
which are terms of two pk-spectra can be approximately lifted to a homeomor- 
phism between the limits of these spectra. This result can be used to obtain some 
basic theorems of Menger manifold theory. In particular, we can give another 
proof of the Characterization Theorem. 
Since we need to use the partition argument of Bestvina to obtain the basic tool 
(Theorem 2.6), this paper does not provide an essentially simplified proof. How- 
ever, the author hopes that it provides a viewpoint to the structure of this theory. 
2. Preliminaries 
Definitions and notations 2.1. (1) Let f,g : X + Y and q : Y + B be maps and let 
E > 0. The maps f and g are said to be c-close, denoted by f =, g, if &f(x), g(x)) 
< E for each x E X. The maps f and g are said to be q-l(e)-close if q .f and q. g 
are e-close. The notions of &omotopy and q-‘(e)-homofopy are similarly de- 
fined. 
(2)Let f:X+Y d an q:Y+B bemapsandlet 6>0. 
(a) 7rj(f) : 57&X) -+ r,(Y) is said to induce an epimorphism with a &control with 
respect to q, if for each /3 : S’ + Y, there is an (Y : S’ +X such that f. (Y and p are 
q-‘(a)-homotopic. 
(b) rri(f) is said to induce a monomorphism with a &control with respect to q, if 
for each (Y : S’ +X such that f. (Y = 0 by a homotopy W,): S’ + Y, there is a 
homotopy (K,) : S’ +X such that K, = cy, K, = const, and f* K, is q-‘(a)-closed 
to H, for each t. 
(c) The map f is said to be k-connected (with a S-control with respect to q 
respectively) if ri( f ) is an isomorphism for each i = 0, 1,. . . , k - 1 and rk( f) is an 
epimorphism (with a &control with respect to q respectively). 
(3)Let f:X+Y b e a map between LC” compacta and E > 0. 
(a) The map f is called a UV” map if for each point y of Y and for each 
neighbourhood U of y, there is a neighbourhood v of y which is contained in U 
such that the inclusion map f-‘(V) + f-‘(U) induces the zero homomorphism 
between ith homotopy groups for each i = 0,. . . , n. 
(b) The map f is called an AL’(e) map if each polyhedral pair (P, Q) with 
dim P<jandforanypairofmapsa:P+Yanda:Q+Xsuchthat f*a=alQ, 
there is an extension (Y : P +X of a such that f. a =E a. _ - 
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Remarks. (1) If a map f : K + L is k-connected with a S-control with respect to a 
map q : L + B, then the following condition holds: 
For each i G k, and for each pair of maps (Y : D’ + L and a : S’-’ + K such that 
f-a =alS’-‘, th ere is a homotopy ((Y,): D’ + L and a map (Y : D’ --f K such that 
(a) ~ya = (Y, (pi =f*(~, and at I S’-’ =f-a, 
(b) ((Y,) is a q-‘(a)-homotopy. 
(2) The above definition of UV” maps is known to coincide with the usual one 
(see [l, 2.1.31). 
(3) It is known that a map is a UV” map if and only if it is an AL”+‘(e)-map for 
each E > 0, and such a map is (n + 1)-connected [9]. 
Definition 2.2. An inverse sequence M = (Mj, pij : Mj --f Mi) is called a pk-defining 
spectrum if: 
(1) Each Mj is a compact PL manifold and dim Mi 3 2 k + 1. 
(2) Each bonding map pi,i + 1 is a UVk- ’ map. 
(3) For each i, there exist a k-dimensional polyhedron Ki and a PL UVk-’ map 
ri : Mi + Ki satisfying the following condition: 
For each E > 0 and for each i, there are a j > i and a map sij : Kj + Mi such 
that d(pij, sij. rj) < E. 
The limit M = &I M is called a ~k-manifold defined by a pk-defining spectrum 
M. For i 2 1, pi : M + Mi denotes the projection. 
Example 2.3. Let (MJ be a pk-manifold defining sequence in the sense of Bestvina 
[l, 1.2.1-31. Each Mi is a compact PL manifold with m, = dim Mi 2 2k + 1, and 
Mi+ 1 is obtained from Mi by digging out a regular neighbourhood of a (mi - k - 
D-skeleton of a triangulation of Mi. Let Qi : Mi -+ Mi be a PL CE map which 
retracts the above regular neighbourhood onto the (m, - k - 1)-skeleton and 
define ql,i+ 1 : M,, 1 + Mi by the restriction of Qi. Then it is a UVk-’ map. By the 
above construction, each Mi is a regular neighbourhood of the dual k-skeleton K,. 
Thus it admits a PL CE retraction ri : M, + K,. Since the triangulations of the M, 
must be finer and finer, we see that d(ri, id) + 0 as i + ~0. Therefore, the 
MiT 4i,i+l and ri form a pLk-defining spectrum. 
Definition 2.4. A compactum X is said to have the disjoint k-cell property (DDkP) 
if, for each pair of maps (Y, p : Zk -+X and for each E > 0, there are two maps 
or’, p’ : Zk +X such that d(a, (Y’) < E, d(P, p’) < E and a’(Zk) n p’(Zk) = 6. 
Theorem 2.5. Any pk-manifold M = &I M defined by a pk-defining spectrum 
M = (Mi, pij : M, + Mi) is a k-dimensional LCk- ’ compactum with the disjoint 
k-cell property. 
Sketch of proof. By condition (2) and [5, Proposition 5.61, M is LCk-‘. The 
dimension condition (1) and the lifting property of UVk-’ maps guarantee the 
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DDkP. Finally, condition (3) implies that, for each E > 0, there is a i such that the 
map rj *pj is an e-map of M onto a k-dimensional polyhedron Kj. q 
A noncontrolled version of the next result has been obtained in Cl, Appendix]. 
In [6; 7, Theorem 3.11, an alternative proof has been given. 
Theorem 2.6. Let N be a compact PL manifold and suppose that a UVk-’ map 
q : N + B onto a polyhedron B is given. Then for each E > 0, there is a 6 = (S(E, q) > 0 
such that for each map f : M + N of any compact PL manifold M with dim M > 2k 
+ 1 which is k-connected with a &control with respect to q, there is a UVk-’ map 
g : A4 --) N which is q-l(e)-close to f. 
Sketch of proof. The proof is a straightforward modification of [l, Appendix]. Take 
a handlebody decomposition Q of N such that mesh q(Q) < E. Take a sufficiently 
small S > 0 and suppose that f is a k-connected map with a &control with respect 
to q. Following the argument of [l, 2.41, we can define a partition P of M and an 
intersection preserving function T: P + Q such that for each member p of 
P, f(p) c T(p). Using the UVk-’ property, we can replace P by another partition 
P’ and T by an intersection preserving bijection T’ : P’ --+ Q which is “q-‘(6)-close” 
to T (See 11, 2.4.7-91). 
Then we can proceed in exactly the same way as in [l] to define the desired 
UVk-’ map. In these construction, it is easy to see that we can take the above S so 
as to depend only on E and q. q 
Remark 2.7. The proof of Ferry, based on the Cernavskii’s theorem on the 
existence of UVk-’ maps of a compact manifold onto its product with any cell, is 
simpler than the original proof of Bestvina. Unfortunately, it is not clear to the 
author whether Ferry’s proof can be modified to obtain the controlled version as 
above. What is important to us is that the above S does not depend on the domain. 
We need “controlled versions” of some results of [l]. Most of the proofs are 
straightforward modifications of his arguments. To simplify the estimation, the 
following notation is convenient in the sequel. A collection B is defined as 
9 = 1 f : (0, m> + (0, w) If is a (not necessarily continuous) function such 
that f(t) <t for each t and lim,,,f(t> = 0). 
Lemma 2.8 (cf. [l, Lemma 2.8.71). Let X, Y and B be polyhedra. There is a function 
u in B satisfying the following: 
Let q : Y + B be a UVk-’ map onto B. For each map f : X+ Y so that ai ti 
an isomorphism with a S-control with respect to q, for each i = 0,. . . , k - 1, then the 
following holds : 
For each map p : P + Y of a k-dimensional compact polyhedron P to Y, there is a 
mup a: P+Xsuch that f -a is q-‘(u(S))-close to p. 
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Sketch of proof. By the same way as the theorem cited above, we can construct a 
map (~~_r: Pk-l +X such that f. cyk_i is homotopic to p I Pk-‘. Using the 
&control for n-k_ i(f), we can extend ffk_ 1 to (Y : P -+ X such that f. (Y is close to 
p. From the construction, it can be seen that the closeness depends only on the 
control for 5ri(f), i = 0, , . . , k - 1. Thus, we can find a function u of B satisfying 
the desired condition. 0 
Proposition 2.9 (cf. El, Proposition 2.1.41). Let (K, L) be a polyhedral pair with 
dim K < k and let q : M + B be a UVk- ’ map onto a LCk-’ compactum B. There is 
a function v in .~3 which satisfies the following: 
Let f, g : L +M be a pair of maps which are q-‘(a)-homotopic. Zf f has an 
extension F : K + M, then g also has an extension G : K -+ M such that G and F are 
q-‘(v(6))-homotopic. 
In the final section, we need the following result. 
Definition 2.10. A compactum K in R” is said to be pseudo-polyhedral if there are 
sequences (Nil and (KJ of rectlinear polyhedra of R” such that 
(1) dim Ki < dim K and Ni is a regular neighbourhood of Ki, 
(2) Xc int Ni clv, c U(X, l/2’), where U(X, l/2’) denotes the l/2’-neigh- 
bourhood of X. 
Theorem 2.11 [8,11]. Any k-dimensional compactum can be embedded into R2k+1 so 
that its image is pseudo-polyhedral. 
3. Properties of #-manifolds defined by Cl’-spectra 
In this section, we prove the following results. 
Theorem 3.1 11, Theorem 2.8.91. Let M and N be uk-manifolds defined by uk-defi- 
ning spectra M = (Mj, pii : Mj + Mi> and N = (Ni, qij : Nj + Ni) respectively. Let 
pi : M + Mi and qi : N -+ Ni be the projections. For any UVk- ’ map f : MI -+ NI and 
for any e > 0, there exists a homeomorphism h : M -+ N such that q1 * h is e-close to 
fl ‘PI. 
In particular, if Ml and N, are homeomorphic, then M and N are homeomorphic. 
Theorem 3.2 [l, Theorem 4.3.11. Let M and N be uk-manifolds defined by u’-defi- 
ning spectra. A map between M and N is a near-homeomorphism if and only if it is a 
UVk-’ map. 
Theorem 3.3 [l, Theorem 2.8.61. Let f : M -+ N be a map between uk-manifolds 
defined by uk-defining spectra and u : N + B be a UVk- ’ map onto a LCk- ’ 
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compactum B. Suppose that, for each i = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1, Tic f) is an isomorphism 
with a S-control with respect to u. Then, for each E > 0, there is a homeomolphism 
h : M + N which is u-‘(6 + E) close to f. 
Corollary 3.4 [l, Remark 5.1.11. Let f : A4 + B and g : N + B be UVk-’ maps from 
uk-manifolds M and N defined by uk-defining spectra onto a LCk-’ compactum B. 
For each l > 0 there is a homeomorphism h : M + N such that g. h is e-close to f. 
As was mentioned in the introduction, these have been proved by Bestvina for 
triangulated pk-manifolds by partitioning techniques. Employing Theorem 2.6, we 
give alternative proofs. 
Proposition 3.5 (cf. [l, Theorem 28.6, step 1 of the proof]). Let M = (Mi, pij : Mj 
-+ Mi) and N = (Ni, qij : Nj + Ni) be uk-defining spectra and q : N, + B be a UVk-’ 
map onto a LCk-’ compactum B. For each l > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that for each 
map fI : M, + N, which induces an isomorphism between ith homotopy groups with a 
&control with respect to q, for i = 0,. . .,k- 1, therearej> 1 andamapfi:Mj+N, 
such that 
(a) fj is q-l(e)-close to fI -pIj, 
(b) rrh( fj> is an isomorphism for A = 0, . . . , k - 1, and an epimorphism for h = k, 
with an e-control with respect to q. 
Proof. Let M = & M and N = &I N. For any a > 0, we can take a fine triangula- 
tion of Nr such that the inclusion p : P = Nt + N of its k-skeleton P into N, is a 
k-connected map with an a-control with respect to id,l. By Lemma 2.8, there is a 
map (Y : P -j M, such that 
(1) fI. a is q-‘(u(a))- c ose 1 to p, where u is a function in 9 as in Lemma 2.8. 
Since dim M, > 2k + 1, we may assume that (Y is a PL embedding. Using the 
UVk- ’ property of p1 : M + M, and the DDkP of M, we can take, for each b > 0, 
an embedding LY: P + M such that 
(2) Pl - ‘(Y=b CY. 
By condit& (3) of Definition 2.2, for each c, d > 0, there are a j > 1 and a map 
sIj : Kj -+ M, such that 
(3) plj =C sIj - rj, and 
(4) each of the fibres of the map aj := rj ‘pi * ‘y : P + Kj has a diameter less than 
d. 
Replacing cxj with a PL approximation, we may assume that 
(5) aj(P> is a subpolyhedron of Kj. 
Making use of (5) and (4), we can define a map kj : oj(P) + P such that 
(6) kj. aj =c+d id,. 
Because of the continuity of (Y, we can take a function e in B such that if 
d(x, y) < v, then d(a(x), o(y)) <e(v). By (61, we have (Y =e(c+d) cy * kj -cY~. Then 
(7) s,j”yj=s,j’ ‘* ‘] Pj'~=cPlj'Pj'~y_Pt'(y=bLy=,(,+d) cu-kj~oj. 
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Fig. 1. 
By the continuity of ft, we can take a function 4 in 9 such that 
(8) if d(x’, y’) < v, then d(f,(x’), f,(y’)) < $6). 
By (71, S,j 1 aj(P> =c+b+e(c+d) (Y ’kj 1 CXj(P>. Hence, 
(9) P . kj I (yj(P) =s-l(u(a)) fl. LY . kj I ai (by (1)) 
=,$(C+b+e(c+d)) fl .sli I aj(P) (by (8) and the above). 
By the continuity of q, we can choose a function 0 EB such that if d(x”, y”) < v, 
then d(q(x”), q(y”)) < 6(v). Then, 
j?*jjlcxj(P) = -I q (u(a)+&$(b+c+e(c+d))) f ‘s,jI”j(p), 1 
Let x =~(a, b, c, d) = u(a) + @(b + c + e(c + d)), then x + 0 if all variables 
converge to 0. 
By Proposition 2.9, there is an extension fi : Mj + N, of p. kj such that 
fj =q-~Cl;Cx)) fl . slj I Kj, where u is a function in B as in Proposition 2.9. Finally 
define fi =fj. rj. Then, 
(10) fr ‘ptj =+,cC, fr * S,j . rj =q-l(L,(x)) fj * rj =_fj and fi I a,(P) = P * kj. 
Noticing that all functions in 9 converge to 0 if their variables converge to 0, 
the conclusion is easily obtained from (10). See Fig. 1. 0 
We are ready to prove Theorems 3.1-3.4. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let fl : M, + TV1 be a UVk-’ map and take any E > 0. Let 
m, = n, = 1 and take 77 > 0 for e/2 as in Theorem 2.6. We may assume that n is 
less than e/2. Next choose 26 > 0 for 77/2 as in Proposition 3.5. Since dim N = k, 
there is a map g; : N + IV,, such that fI .g; =* qm,. Factorizing g; through A$, for 
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Fig. 2. 
large i, we have a map g; : Nj --) Mm, such that f, *g; =* q,+. Using the facts that 
fr and qmli are UVk-’ maps, it is easy to see that 
(1) ri(g; > is an isomorphism for i = 0,. . . , k - 1 with a 2S-control with respect 
to fl. 
By Proposition 3.5, we have a large Y/~ > i and a map g,” : N,,, -+ M,, such that 
(2) fl *g: =v/2 qn,,,, and 
(3) r,(g:> is an isomorphism for i = 0,. . . , k - 1, and an epimorphism for i = k, 
with an n/2-control with respect to fl. 
Apply Theorem 2.6 to gr” to obtain a UVk-’ map g, : N,,, +M, which is 
f;‘(e/2)-close to gI”. By (2), we have that 
(4) fl ‘gl =t/2 fl .g: =c/2 %,n,- 
Repeating the above argument for g,, we have an index m2 and a UVk-’ map 
f2 : Mm, -+ Nn, such that f2 *g, is close to p,,,,. Continuing this process, we have 
the diagram of Fig. 2 each of whose triangles is “approximately commutative”. 
Thus it induces the required homeomorphism h : M + N. (See [2,10] for example.) 
This completes the proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. By the same proof as [3, Proposition 11, p. 321, we can see 
that any near-homeomorphism between LCk-’ compacta is a UVk-’ map. 
To prove the reverse implication, assume that f : M * N is a UVk-’ map 
between pk-manifolds M = @M and N = @r N defined by pk-defining spectra 
M = (M,, pij) and N = (Nj, qij) respectively. For any E > 0 take a large n so that 
the projection qn : N + N,, is an E/2-map. Choose a S > 0 as in Theorem 2.6 for 
N,, and e/4, and take a sufficiently large m and a map f,, : M, -+ N, such that 
qn .f =s,z f,, ‘pm. From the UVk-’ property of p, and q,, it is easy to see that 
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f mn induces an isomorphism between the ith homotopy group for i = 0,. . . , k - 1, 
and an epimorphism for i = k, with a &control with respect to id,. Apply 
Theorem 2.6 to f,, and replace it by a UVk- ’ map $J : M, + N, which is 
l /Zclose to f,,. By Theorem 3.1, we can find a homeomorphism h : M--f N 
which satisfies q,, . h =E,4 4 *pm. Then h is e-close to f. 
This completes the proof. q 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let f : M + N be a map between #-manifolds M = @M 
and N = &r N defined by #-defining spectra M = CM,, Pij) and N = (Ni, qij) 
respectively. And suppose that ai( f 1 is an isomorphism with a &control with 
respect to a UVk- ’ map u:N+B onto a LC”’ compactum, for i=O, l,...,k 
- 1. 
For any E > 0, take indexes m, n and maps u, : N,, + B and f,, : M,,, + N, such 
that u, *q,, =E,4 u and f,, ‘pm =E,4 q, .f. Although qn may not be a UVk-’ map, 
it is an ALk(e/4> map. (See Definition 2.1.) And ri(fmn) is an isomorphism with 
an e/4-control with respect to u,, for i = 0,. . . , k - 1. 
Using the same proof as that of Proposition 3.5, we can find an index m’ > m 
and a map f,,,,, : M,,,, + N,, such that 
(1) fdn is close to f,, . pmrm, and 
(2) f,J, is a k-connected map with a (6 + p(e))-control with respect to u,, 
where p is a function in 9. 
Apply Theorem 2.6 to replace f,,, by a UVk-’ map which is “u;‘-close” to 
fmr,z. By Theorem 3.1, we can find a homeomorphism h : M --) N and it has the 
desired property. 0 
Remark. If B is a polyhedron, we can apply [7, Theorem 8.11 to approximate u, by 
a UVk-’ map, which enables us to use Proposition 3.5 directly. 
Corollary 3.4 is clear from Theorem 3.3 
4. Characterization Theorem 
This section is devoted to give another proof of the following Characterization 
Theorem of Menger manifolds. 
Theorem 4.1 [l, Theorem 5.2.11. A compact metric space is a pk-manifold defined by 
a pk-defining spectrum if and only if it is a k-dimensional LC”-l compactum which 
has the DDkP. 
In the sequel, we assume that X is a k-dimensional LCk-’ compacturn with 
DDkP. Embed X in R’2k+1 as in Theorem 2.11. Take sequences (Ni> and (Ki) 
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such that 
Ki is a k-dimensional rectlinear polyhedron and Ni is its regular 
neighbourhood so that XC int Ni cNi c U(X, l/2’). In particu- 
lar, there is aPL CE retraction ri : hi + Ki such that d(ri, 
id) < l/2’. 
(*) 
Clearly, X = fl y= rNi. By the LC“-’ property of X, we have that 
there is a function p in 9 such that, for each polyhedral pair (P, 
Q) with dim P < k and for each map a : (P, Q> + (U,(X) n Nj, 
X), there is a map b:P+X such that blQ=alQ and b is (**) 
p(d)-homotopic to a in Ni. 
Further, we may assume that Cip(1/2’) < 03. 
Let N = (Ni, qij : Nj + Ni) be the inverse sequence consisting of the above Ni 
and inclusions qij. Obviously, X = @ N. Starting with M, = N,, define a #-mani- 
fold defining sequence (Mi) in the sense of Bestvina. Then as in Example 2.3, we 
obtain a #-defining spectrum (Mi, pij : Mj +Mi). Let A4 be the limit of this 
spectrum, and we will prove that M is homeomorphic to X. The proof proceeds as 
in Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 3.1. We will define sequences Cfi : Mmi + NJ and 
(gi : Nn,+, +M,J of UVk-’ maps such that fi ‘gi and qnini+l, gi *fi+i and I),,,~~,+, 
are close enough respectively, so as to induce a homeomorphism between M and 
X. The main difference from Theorem 3.1 is, because of the lack of the approxi- 
mate lifting property of qij, the commutativity of each triangle in Fig. 1 may not be 
arbitrarily close. 
Construction. Start with fi = id,, : 44, + Ni. To describe the general procedure, 
we consider two cases. 
Case 1: Suppose that we are given a UVk-’ map gi : Nni+, + M,,,,. Then by exactly 
the same way as in Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.5, we can define a map 
fi : Mm, + Nn, such that gi *fi is close to P~,~~+~. Recall that (Mi, pij) is a 
pk-defining spectrum. 
Case 2: Suppose that we are given a UVk-’ map fi : Mmi + N,,. We construct 
another UVk-’ map gi : Nnj+, + Mm,. To simplify the description, we use the 
notation f + g to mean that “f and g can be arbitrarily close if we choose a 
suitable index or a triangulation etc.“. 
Since fi is a UVk-’ map and dim X = k, there is a map g[ : X + M,,,, such that 
fi -g[ + qi. (According to the above convention, this means that, for each E > 0, 
there is a map gj:X-+M m, such that d( fi. gj, qi) < E.) Take a neighbourhood 
extension gy of gi and choose a sufficiently large t > i so that N, is contained in 
the domain of gj’. By the continuity of gy, there is a y in 9 such that 
if d(x, y) <v, then d(gr(x), g;(y)) <r(v). 
Define gi* : N, --f N,, as the restriction of gl to N,. Suppose that 
(1) fj *gi* ze; 4it in Ni. We may suppose that l i < p(1/2’). By (1) and (* * 1, we 
prove that 
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(2) r,(g,*) is an isomorphism with a 2p(l/2’)-control with respect to fi, for 
each A = 0, 1,. . . , k - 1. 
Proof of (2). Suppose that a map (Y : S” --, N, satisfies gi* . a = 0. Let H be the 
homotopy such that Ha = gi* . (Y and H, = const and suppose that fia(S”) c 
U(X, d,). By (* *), there is a map (Y: S” +X such that (Y is p(d,)-homotopic to (Y 
in N,. Let K be the p(d,)-homotoiy such that K, = (Y and K, = E. By Cl), fi. g: 
* ff ‘le, 4,,r *(Y = (Y in Ni. Suppose that L is the l ,-homotopy such that L, = a and 
L,=fi. gr .i. Then M = K#L#(f, . H) gives a homotopy from LY to the con&ant 
map in A$ As K#L is a (p(d,) + c,)-homotopy, it can be seen that gi* *A4 is 
ft: ‘(p(d,) + EJ-close to H. Since d, < l/2’ and ei < p(1/2’), we have that gi* is a 
monomorphism with a 2p(l/2’)-control with respect to fi. 
Similarly, we can prove that gi* is an epimorphism with a 2p(l/2’)-control with 
respect to fi (here, we use the UVk-’ property of fi>. This completes the proof of 
(2). 
As in the proof of Proposition 3.5, we prove that there is a function u in .?Z, an 
index ni+r > t and a map gi” : Nn,+1 + Mi such that gi” is k-connected with a 
u(2p(l/2’))-control with respect to fi. The following is the procedure of the 
construction. 
Step 1. Find a map /3 : Pk +M,, of a k-dimensional polyhedron P which is 
k-connected with an arbitrarily small control with respect to id, ,. 
Step 2. Apply Lemma 2.8 and the general position argument 70 get an embed- 
ding (Y : P --f N, such that gi* * a is fz:‘(2p(1/2’)) close to p. 
Step 3. Use ( * * ) and DDkP of X to obtain an embedding C-I : P + X such that - 
qt. a is p(l/2’)-close to LY. 
step 4. Take a sufficiently large j > t and choose a PL approximation ‘Ye : P + Kj 
of rj - qj . fy_ so that the diameter of each fiber of ‘Y~ is (arbitrarily) small. 
Step 5. Making use of Step 4, define a map kj : ai + P such that kj. aj + id. 
Step 6. Let srj = qtj I Ki : Kj --j N,, then we have 
sCj . ffj + stj . rj . qj * g + qt . ‘y =p~1,21~ =aia.ki~cuj. 
Step 7. From the continuity of gi*, we have that 
gi* * S,j 1 a =y(p(1/2’)) gi* . a =fr1(2p(1/2’)) P + P * kj * “j. 
Taking a sufficiently large t, we may assume that 
gi* . S,j . ‘Yj =(2p(1/21)) P * kj . “j. 
(Notice that y is defined by the continuity of gy, thus is independent of the choice 
of t.) 
Step 8. By Proposition 2.9, there is an extension gj : Kj + MM, of /3 . k, I cyj( P) 
such that 
gj =f7’(2p(1/2’)) gi’ ’ stj. 
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Step 9. Define gj = g * rj, then we have that fi. g, =E, + 2Po,21j qnj. The map gj is 
a k-connected map with a vi = (ei + 2p(l/2’))-control with respect to fi. Let 
rzi+i =j. 
Srep 10. Finally, apply Theorem 2.6 to gj to find a UVk-’ map gi : Nni+, +Mmi 
such that fi ‘gi zvi qn,n,+,. 
In the above construction, we may assume that Cqj < 03. Hence, from the proof 
of [lo], it follows that the above sequences of maps induce a homeomorphism 
between M and X. 
This completes the proof. 0 
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